


withereth , 1PE , 1:24 withereth , ISA , 40:7 , ISA , 40:8 withereth , JU , 1:12 withereth , JOB , 8:12 withereth , 
JAS , 1:11 withereth , PS , 90:6 , PS , 129:6



withereth 5352 # phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; akin to the base of 
5351) and 3703 (meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): -- whose fruit {withereth}.[ql



withereth Interlinear Index Study withereth JOB 008 012 Whilst <05704 + it [ is ] yet <05750 + in his greenness 
<3> , [ and ] not cut <06998 +qataph > down , it {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > before <06440 +paniym > any 
<03605 +kol > [ other ] herb <02682 +chatsiyr > . withereth PSA 090 006 In the morning <01242 +boqer > it 
flourisheth <06692 +tsuwts > , and groweth <02498 +chalaph > up ; in the evening <06153 + it is cut <04135 
+muwl > down , and {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > . withereth PSA 129 006 Let them be as the grass <02682 
+chatsiyr > [ upon ] the housetops <01406 +gag > , which {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > afore <06924 +qedem >
it groweth <08025 +shalaph > up : withereth ISA 040 007 The grass <02682 +chatsiyr > {withereth} <03001 
+yabesh > , the flower <06731 +tsiyts > fadeth <05034 +nabel > : because <03588 +kiy > the spirit <07307 
+ruwach > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > bloweth <05380 +nashab > upon it : surely <00406 +>ikkar > the 
people <05971 + [ is ] grass <02682 +chatsiyr > . withereth ISA 040 008 The grass <02682 +chatsiyr > 
{withereth} <03001 +yabesh > , the flower <06731 +tsiyts > fadeth <05034 +nabel > : but the word <01697 
+dabar > of our God <00430 +>elohiym > shall stand <06965 +quwm > for ever <05769 + . withereth JAS 001 
011 For the sun <2246 -helios -> is no sooner risen <0393 -anatello -> with a burning <2742 -kauson -> heat 
<2742 -kauson -> , but it {withereth} <3583 -xeraino -> the grass <5528 -chortos -> , and the flower <0438 -
anthos -> thereof <0846 -autos -> falleth <1601 -ekpipto -> , and the grace <2143 -euprepeia -> of the fashion 
<4383 -prosopon -> of it perisheth <0622 -apollumi -> : so <3779 -houto -> also <2532 - kai -> shall the rich 
<4145 -plousios -> man fade <3133 -maraino -> away in his ways <4197 -poreia -> . withereth 1PE 001 024 . For 
all <3956 -pas -> flesh <4561 -sarx - > [ is ] as grass <5528 -chortos -> , and all <3956 -pas -> the glory <1391 -
doxa -> of man <0444 -anthropos -> as the flower <0438 -anthos -> of grass <5528 -chortos -> . The grass <5528 
- chortos -> {withereth} <3583 -xeraino -> , and the flower <0438 - anthos -> thereof <0846 -autos -> falleth 
<1601 -ekpipto -> away <1601 -ekpipto -> : withereth JUDE 001 012 These <3778 -houtos -> are spots <4694 - 
spilas -> in your <5216 -humon -> feasts of charity <0026 -agape -> , when they feast <4910 -suneuocheo -> with 
you , feeding <4165 -poimaino -> themselves <1438 -heautou -> without <0870 - aphobos -> fear <0870 -
aphobos -> : clouds <3507 -nephele -> [ they are ] without <0504 -anudros -> water <0504 -anudros -> , carried 
<4064 -periphero -> about <4064 -periphero -> of winds <0417 -anemos -> ; trees <1186 -dendron -> whose fruit 
<5352 - phthinoporinos -> {withereth} <5352 -phthinoporinos -> , without <0175 -akarpos -> fruit <0175 -
akarpos -> , twice <1364 -dis -> dead <0599 -apothnesko -> , plucked <1610 -ekrizoo -> up by the roots <1610 -
ekrizoo -> ;



but it withereth it withereth before any trees whose fruit withereth which withereth afore it groweth up 
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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

withereth 5352 # phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; akin to the 
base of 5351) and 3703 (meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): -- whose fruit {withereth}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

withereth 5352 - phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; akin to the base
of 5351) and 3703 (meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): -- whose fruit {withereth}. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

3583 + dried + is ripe + withered + was dried + withereth + a withered + and pineth + it withered + is 
withered + the withered + they withered + up it withered + and is withered + but it withereth +/ . xeraino 
{xay-rah'-ee-no}; from 3584 + withered + and land + as by dry + in the dry + was withered + the withered 
+/ ; to desiccate; by implication to shrivel, to mature: --dry up, pine away, be ripe, wither (away) . 

5352 + withereth + whose fruit +/ . phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to 
wane; akin to the base of 5351 + corrupt + destroy + man defile + is corrupt + did corrupt + we have 
corrupted + things they corrupt + should be corrupted +/ ) and 3703 + And the fruits +/ (meaning late 
autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): --whose fruit withereth . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

8 - withereth 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

withereth 5352 ** phthinoporinos ** whose fruit {withereth}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

withereth 3583 xeraino * {withereth} , {3583 xeraino } , 5352 phthinoporinos ,

withereth 5352 phthinoporinos * {withereth} , 3583 xeraino , {5352 phthinoporinos } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- withereth , 3001 ,

* withereth , 3583 , 5352 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

withereth - 3583 dried, pineth, ripe, withered, {withereth},

withereth - 5352 fruit, {withereth},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

withereth 1Pe_01_24 # For all flesh [is] as grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of grass. The grass 
withereth, and the flower thereof falleth away:

withereth Isa_40_07 # The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: because the spirit of the LORD bloweth upon
it: surely the people [is] grass.

withereth Isa_40_08 # The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand for ever.

withereth Jam_01_11 # For the sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat, but it withereth the grass, and 
the flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth: so also shall the rich man fade away 
in his ways.

withereth Jde_01_12 # These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding 
themselves without fear: clouds [they are] without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit 
withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots;

withereth Job_08_12 # Whilst it [is] yet in his greenness, [and] not cut down, it withereth before any [other] 
herb.

withereth Psa_129_06 # Let them be as the grass [upon] the housetops, which withereth afore it groweth up:

withereth Psa_90_06 # In the morning it flourisheth, and groweth up; in the evening it is cut down, and 
withereth.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

withereth afore it Psa_129_06 # Let them be as the grass [upon] the housetops, which withereth afore it 
groweth up:

withereth and the 1Pe_01_24 # For all flesh [is] as grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of grass. The
grass withereth, and the flower thereof falleth away:

withereth before any Job_08_12 # Whilst it [is] yet in his greenness, [and] not cut down, it withereth before 
any [other] herb.

withereth the flower Isa_40_07 # The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: because the spirit of the LORD 
bloweth upon it: surely the people [is] grass.

withereth the flower Isa_40_08 # The grass withereth, the flower fadeth: but the word of our God shall 
stand for ever.

withereth the grass Jam_01_11 # For the sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat, but it withereth the 
grass, and the flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth: so also shall the rich man 
fade away in his ways.

withereth without fruit Jde_01_12 # These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with you, 
feeding themselves without fear: clouds [they are] without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit 
withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots;

withereth Psa_90_06 # In the morning it flourisheth, and groweth up; in the evening it is cut down, and 
withereth.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

withereth ^ Psa_90_06 / withereth /^ 

withereth ^ Psa_129_06 / withereth /^afore it groweth up: 

withereth ^ 1Pe_01_24 / withereth /^and the flower thereof falleth away: 

withereth ^ Job_08_12 / withereth /^before any [other] herb. 

withereth ^ Isa_40_07 / withereth /^the flower fadeth: because the spirit of the LORD bloweth upon it: 
surely the people [is] grass. 

withereth ^ Isa_40_08 / withereth /^the flower fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand for ever. 

withereth ^ Jam_01_11 / withereth /^the grass, and the flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion 
of it perisheth: so also shall the rich man fade away in his ways. 

withereth ^ Jde_01_12 / withereth /^without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

withereth ......... but it withereth 3583 -xeraino-> 

withereth ......... withereth 3583 -xeraino-> 

withereth ......... withereth 5352 -phthinoporinos-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

withereth 1Sa_40_07 The grass {withereth}, the flower fadeth: because the spirit of the LORD bloweth 
upon it: surely the people [is] grass. 

withereth 1Sa_40_08 The grass {withereth}, the flower fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand for ever.

withereth 1Pe_01_24 For all flesh [is] as grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of grass. The grass 
{withereth}, and the flower thereof falleth away: 

withereth Jam_01_11 For the sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat, but it {withereth} the grass, and 
the flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth: so also shall the rich man fade away 
in his ways. 

withereth Job_08_12 Whilst it [is] yet in his greenness, [and] not cut down, it {withereth} before any [other] 
herb. 

withereth Psa_129_06 Let them be as the grass [upon] the housetops, which {withereth} afore it groweth 
up: 

withereth Psa_90_06 In the morning it flourisheth, and groweth up; in the evening it is cut down, and 
{withereth}. 

withereth Jude_01_12 These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding 
themselves without fear: clouds [they are] without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit 
{withereth}, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

withereth ^ 1Pe_01_24 For <1360> all <3956> flesh <4561> is as <5613> grass <5528>, and <2532> all 
<3956> the glory <1391> of man <0444> as <5613> the flower <0438> of grass <5528>. The grass <5528> 
{withereth} <3583> (5681), and <2532> the flower <0438> thereof <0846> falleth away <1601> (5627): 

withereth ^ Jde_01_12 These <3778> are <1526> (5748) spots <4694> in <1722> your <5216> feasts of 
charity <0026>, when they feast <4910> (5740) with you <5213>, feeding <4165> (5723) themselves <1438> 
without fear <0870>: clouds <3507> they are without water <0504>, carried about <4064> (5746) of <5259>
winds <0417>; trees <1186> whose fruit {withereth} <5352>, without fruit <0175>, twice <1364> dead 
<0599> (5631), plucked up by the roots <1610> (5685); 

withereth ^ Jam_01_11 For <1063> the sun <2246> is no sooner risen <0393> (5656) with <4862> a burning
heat <2742>, but <2532> it {withereth} <3583> (5656) the grass <5528>, and <2532> the flower <0438> 
thereof <0846> falleth <1601> (5627), and <2532> the grace <2143> of the fashion <4383> of it <0846> 
perisheth <0622> (5639): so <3779> also <2532> shall <3133> <0> the rich man <4145> fade away <3133> 
(5701) in <1722> his <0846> ways <4197>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
withereth 1Pe_01_24 . For all (3956 -pas -) flesh (4561 -sarx -) [ is ] as grass (5528 -chortos -) , and all (3956 
-pas -) the glory (1391 -doxa -) of man (0444 -anthropos -) as the flower (0438 -anthos -) of grass (5528 -
chortos -) . The grass (5528 -chortos -) {withereth} (3583 -xeraino -) , and the flower (0438 -anthos -) thereof
(0846 -autos -) falleth (1601 -ekpipto -) away (1601 -ekpipto -) : 

withereth Isa_40_07 The grass (02682 +chatsiyr ) {withereth} (03001 +yabesh ) , the flower (06731 +tsiyts ) 
fadeth (05034 +nabel ):because (03588 +kiy ) the spirit (07307 +ruwach ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) 
bloweth (05380 +nashab ) upon it:surely (00406 +)ikkar ) the people (05971 +(am ) [ is ] grass (02682 
+chatsiyr ) . 

withereth Isa_40_08 The grass (02682 +chatsiyr ) {withereth} (03001 +yabesh ) , the flower (06731 +tsiyts ) 
fadeth (05034 +nabel ):but the word (01697 +dabar ) of our God (00430 +)elohiym ) shall stand (06965 
+quwm ) for ever (05769 +(owlam ) . 

withereth Jam_01_11 For the sun (2246 -helios -) is no sooner risen (0393 -anatello -) with a burning (2742 -
kauson -) heat (2742 -kauson -) , but it {withereth} (3583 -xeraino -) the grass (5528 -chortos -) , and the 
flower (0438 -anthos -) thereof (0846 -autos -) falleth (1601 -ekpipto -) , and the grace (2143 -euprepeia -) of 
the fashion (4383 -prosopon -) of it perisheth (0622 -apollumi -):so (3779 -houto -) also (2532 -kai -) shall the
rich (4145 -plousios -) man fade (3133 -maraino -) away in his ways (4197 -poreia -) . 

withereth Job_08_12 Whilst (05704 +(ad ) it [ is ] yet (05750 +(owd ) in his greenness (3) , [ and ] not cut 
(06998 +qataph ) down , it {withereth} (03001 +yabesh ) before (06440 +paniym ) any (03605 +kol ) [ other ]
herb (02682 +chatsiyr ) . 

withereth Jude_01_12 These (3778 -houtos -) are spots (4694 -spilas -) in your (5216 -humon -) feasts of 
charity (0026 -agape -) , when they feast (4910 -suneuocheo -) with you , feeding (4165 -poimaino -) 
themselves (1438 -heautou -) without (0870 -aphobos -) fear (0870 -aphobos -):clouds (3507 -nephele -) [ 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


they are ] without (0504 -anudros -) water (0504 -anudros -) , carried (4064 -periphero -) about (4064 -
periphero -) of winds (0417 -anemos -) ; trees (1186 -dendron -) whose fruit (5352 -phthinoporinos -) 
{withereth} (5352 -phthinoporinos -) , without (0175 -akarpos -) fruit (0175 -akarpos -) , twice (1364 -dis -) 
dead (0599 -apothnesko -) , plucked (1610 -ekrizoo -) up by the roots (1610 -ekrizoo -) ; 

withereth Psa_129_06 Let them be as the grass (02682 +chatsiyr ) [ upon ] the housetops (01406 +gag ) , 
which {withereth} (03001 +yabesh ) afore (06924 +qedem ) it groweth (08025 +shalaph ) up : 

withereth Psa_90_06 In the morning (01242 +boqer ) it flourisheth (06692 +tsuwts ) , and groweth (02498 
+chalaph ) up ; in the evening (06153 +(ereb ) it is cut (04135 +muwl ) down , and {withereth} (03001 
+yabesh ) . 
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* withereth , 3583 xeraino , 5352 phthinoporinos , withereth -3583 dried, pineth, ripe, withered, {withereth}, 
withereth -5352 fruit, {withereth}, withereth -3001 confounded , dried , driedst , drieth , dry , shamed , shamefully
, wither , withered , {withereth} , withereth 5352 ** phthinoporinos ** whose fruit {withereth}. withereth ......... 
but it withereth 3583 -xeraino-> withereth ......... withereth 3583 -xeraino-> withereth ......... withereth 5352 -
phthinoporinos-> withereth 5352 # phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; 
akin to the base of 5351) and 3703 (meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): -- whose fruit 
{withereth}.[ql withereth 129 006 Psa /^{withereth /afore it groweth up : withereth 001 024 IPe /${withereth /and 
the flower thereof falleth away : withereth 008 012 Job /^{withereth /before any other herb . withereth 040 007 Isa
/^{withereth /the flower fadeth : because the spirit of the LORD bloweth upon it: surely the people is grass . 
withereth 040 008 Isa /^{withereth /the flower fadeth : but the word of our God shall stand for ever . withereth 001
011 Jam /${withereth /the grass , and the flower thereof falleth , and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth : so 
also shall the rich man fade away in his ways . withereth 001 012 Jud /${withereth /without fruit , twice dead , 
plucked up by the roots ; withereth 8 - withereth , 1PE , 1:24 withereth , ISA , 40:7 , ISA , 40:8 withereth , JU , 
1:12 withereth , JOB , 8:12 withereth , JAS , 1:11 withereth , PS , 90:6 , PS , 129:6 withereth 5352 # 
phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; akin to the base of 5351) and 3703 
(meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): -- whose fruit {withereth}.[ql withereth Interlinear Index 
Study withereth JOB 008 012 Whilst <05704 + it [ is ] yet <05750 + in his greenness <3> , [ and ] not cut <06998 
+qataph > down , it {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > before <06440 +paniym > any <03605 +kol > [ other ] herb 
<02682 +chatsiyr > . withereth PSA 090 006 In the morning <01242 +boqer > it flourisheth <06692 +tsuwts > , 
and groweth <02498 +chalaph > up ; in the evening <06153 + it is cut <04135 +muwl > down , and {withereth} 
<03001 +yabesh > . withereth PSA 129 006 Let them be as the grass <02682 +chatsiyr > [ upon ] the housetops 
<01406 +gag > , which {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > afore <06924 +qedem > it groweth <08025 +shalaph > up 
: withereth ISA 040 007 The grass <02682 +chatsiyr > {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > , the flower <06731 +tsiyts 
> fadeth <05034 +nabel > : because <03588 +kiy > the spirit <07307 +ruwach > of the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > bloweth <05380 +nashab > upon it : surely <00406 +>ikkar > the people <05971 + [ is ] grass 
<02682 +chatsiyr > . withereth ISA 040 008 The grass <02682 +chatsiyr > {withereth} <03001 +yabesh > , the 
flower <06731 +tsiyts > fadeth <05034 +nabel > : but the word <01697 +dabar > of our God <00430 +>elohiym >
shall stand <06965 +quwm > for ever <05769 + . withereth JAS 001 011 For the sun <2246 -helios -> is no sooner
risen <0393 -anatello -> with a burning <2742 -kauson -> heat <2742 -kauson -> , but it {withereth} <3583 -
xeraino -> the grass <5528 -chortos -> , and the flower <0438 -anthos -> thereof <0846 -autos -> falleth <1601 -
ekpipto -> , and the grace <2143 -euprepeia -> of the fashion <4383 -prosopon -> of it perisheth <0622 -apollumi 
-> : so <3779 -houto -> also <2532 - kai -> shall the rich <4145 -plousios -> man fade <3133 -maraino -> away in
his ways <4197 -poreia -> . withereth 1PE 001 024 . For all <3956 -pas -> flesh <4561 -sarx - > [ is ] as grass 
<5528 -chortos -> , and all <3956 -pas -> the glory <1391 -doxa -> of man <0444 -anthropos -> as the flower 
<0438 -anthos -> of grass <5528 -chortos -> . The grass <5528 - chortos -> {withereth} <3583 -xeraino -> , and 
the flower <0438 - anthos -> thereof <0846 -autos -> falleth <1601 -ekpipto -> away <1601 -ekpipto -> : 
withereth JUDE 001 012 These <3778 -houtos -> are spots <4694 - spilas -> in your <5216 -humon -> feasts of 
charity <0026 -agape -> , when they feast <4910 -suneuocheo -> with you , feeding <4165 -poimaino -> 
themselves <1438 -heautou -> without <0870 - aphobos -> fear <0870 -aphobos -> : clouds <3507 -nephele -> [ 
they are ] without <0504 -anudros -> water <0504 -anudros -> , carried <4064 -periphero -> about <4064 -
periphero -> of winds <0417 -anemos -> ; trees <1186 -dendron -> whose fruit <5352 - phthinoporinos -> 
{withereth} <5352 -phthinoporinos -> , without <0175 -akarpos -> fruit <0175 -akarpos -> , twice <1364 -dis -> 
dead <0599 -apothnesko -> , plucked <1610 -ekrizoo -> up by the roots <1610 -ekrizoo -> ; but it withereth it 
withereth before any trees whose fruit withereth which withereth afore it groweth up withereth Whilst it [is] yet in 
his greenness, [and] not cut down, it {withereth} before any [other] herb. withereth In the morning it flourisheth, 
and groweth up; in the evening it is cut down, and {withereth}. withereth Let them be as the grass [upon] the 
housetops, which {withereth} afore it groweth up: withereth The grass {withereth}, the flower fadeth: because the
spirit of the LORD bloweth upon it: surely the people [is] grass. withereth The grass {withereth}, the flower 
fadeth: but the word of our God shall stand for ever. withereth For the sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat, 
but it {withereth} the grass, and the flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth: so also shall
the rich man fade away in his ways. withereth <1PE1 -24> For all flesh is] as grass, and all the glory of man as the
flower of grass. The grass {withereth}, and the flower thereof falleth away: withereth These are spots in your 
feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds they are] without water, 
carried about of winds; trees whose fruit {withereth}, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots; 



* withereth , 3583 xeraino , 5352 phthinoporinos ,



withereth -3583 dried, pineth, ripe, withered, {withereth}, withereth -5352 fruit, {withereth},



withereth -3001 confounded , dried , driedst , drieth , dry , shamed , shamefully , wither , withered , {withereth} ,



withereth 5352 ** phthinoporinos ** whose fruit {withereth}.





withereth ......... but it withereth 3583 -xeraino-> withereth ......... withereth 3583 -xeraino-> withereth ......... 
withereth 5352 -phthinoporinos->



withereth 5352 # phthinoporinos {fthin-op-o-ree-nos'}; from derivative of phthino (to wane; akin to the base of 
5351) and 3703 (meaning late autumn); autumnal (as stripped of leaves): -- whose fruit {withereth}.[ql
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withereth 129 006 Psa /^{withereth /afore it groweth up : withereth 001 024 IPe /${withereth /and the flower 
thereof falleth away : withereth 008 012 Job /^{withereth /before any other herb . withereth 040 007 Isa 
/^{withereth /the flower fadeth : because the spirit of the LORD bloweth upon it: surely the people is grass . 
withereth 040 008 Isa /^{withereth /the flower fadeth : but the word of our God shall stand for ever . withereth 001
011 Jam /${withereth /the grass , and the flower thereof falleth , and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth : so 
also shall the rich man fade away in his ways . withereth 001 012 Jud /${withereth /without fruit , twice dead , 
plucked up by the roots ;
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